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PHILOSOPHY- General
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Group-A

Answer Question Nos. 1 & 2 which are compulsory and two from the rest.

1. Answer any five questions : 5 x 2 = 1

a) Why is paksa ?

b) Give an example of sama- vuiipti.
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s: 100

Ie.

2 = 10

c)
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What is the difference between anumiina and anumiti?
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d) Determine paksa, siidhua, hetu of the following inference:

The cow has horn, because it is an animal.

~ \5If'll"lfG~ ~, ~~ '8 ~ m ~ :

~ M~~, ~'l ~fG ~~ 2ftGtt I

e) Identify the fallacy in the following inference:

The golden mountain is high because it is mountain.

H~fc1~ \5I~f\!>t\!5 f<l5 ~ ~ ~ ~

~~~,~'l~fG~1

" f) What are the different types of asiddha hetviibbiisa?

~ C~)?l~lC>j~ 2l<pl~c6q~~ f<l5 f<l5 ?

g) What is KCirana ?

h) What are the two constituents of Pariimarsa ?

i) What is me~t by Vyabhicara - adarsana ?

'~IN,bl~ ~' ~ f<l5 ~ ?

j) The hill is fiery, because it is smoky - show the anvaya and vyatireki vyapti of

this anumiina.
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2. Write short notes on any two of the followings: 2 x 5 = 1 .

a) Hetuiibhiisa

b) Sauipabhiciira hetuiibhiisa

Themain features of sat-hetu.

d) Distinction between kevalanvayi and keuala-uuatireki anumiti.

3. Explain with examples different types of Asiddha hetviibhiisa.

In this connection distinguish between Viruddha and Yiibhita hetudbhiisa. 10 + 5

4. Defme Pardrthiinumiti. State and explain the five avayavas of a Pardrthiinumiina with

examples. 5 + 5 + 5

5. What is vyapti? Explain the means of vyaptigraha. 15



0+5

= 10 6.

with

5 + 5

15
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Indicate siidhua , paksa and hetu and explain which hetudbhiisa occur in the

followingexamples (any three) : 3 x 5 = 15

a) Fire is cold, because it is substance.

b) The table is eternal because it is produced.

c) Mango is sweet, because it has mangoness ..

d) The hare's horn is pointed, because it is horn.,

e) The jar has colour; because it is a substance.

Group - B

Answer Question Nos. 7 & 8 which are compulsory and two from the rest.

7. Answer any.five of the following : 5 x 2 = 10

a) Which proposition can we get by denying a tautology proposition?
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b) What are the two different senses of 'or' ?

c) Give the logical form of the sentence - 'Only children are not applicants'.

d) If 'p' is true and 'q' is false, then what would be the truth value of "P == q'?

Is simple conversion of 'A'proposition possible?

1) What are the names of valid moods of syllogism in first figure?

g) Give an example of disjunctive proposition.

h) Express in Boolean notation and draw Venn diagram :

Some sare not non-p.

c<lSR s o:rn non-p.

i) What is meant by distribution of terms?

j) Show the symbolic form of Mill's method of difference.
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Write short notes on any two of the following.
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2 x 5 = 10

a) Mill's method of Residue

b) Four-fold scheme of categorical proposition

c) Boolean interpretation of categorical propositions

d) Rules of conversion.

9. Thst the validity of the following syllogism or syllogistic forms by means of Venn

diagram (any three) : . 3 x 5 = 15

i) A I I - 1

ii) A E 0 - 3

iii] Some neurotics are parasites, but all criminals are parasites, it follows

that some neurotics are not criminals.

c<lSR c<lSR ~~ ~ 9i'!lH-b'!l~, ~ ~ \5f9fm~ 9i'!lH-b'!l~, ~~ c<lSR ~ .~

rrn \5f9fm~ I

iv) No stingy person IS generous. Some old person are non-generous.

Therefore some old person' is stingy.
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10. Test the validity of the following with the help of truth table (any three). 3 x 5

a) b) c) p

-N •• (p::::> q) v - q

.'. Rv Q .', M. N

If Karl embezzled the college funds, then Karl is guilty of a felony. Karl did

embezzled the college funds. Therefore Karl is not guilty of a felony.

11. What is immediate inference ? Explain different types of immediate inference "

example in detail. 3 of

12. Explain and examine Mill's method of Agreement. 9


